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Inspiring the world, creating the future.
At the dawn of a new decade, Samsung is poised to bring entertainment to a 

new level, with a range of LED HDTVs that inspire wonder in every way. These 

moments of wonder can come from innovative technologies, from advanced 

connectivity with your life, or from effortless enjoyment. And only Samsung 

brings it all together – today, and tomorrow.



Introduction
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Where would we be without wonder? Wonder inspires us.

Delights us. Gives us goose bumps. Wonder makes us say “wow.” 

It can leave us speechless.

It lets our spirit soar. It can make us fall in love.

At Samsung, we’re dedicated to doing more than creating wonderful products.

We’re dedicated to creating wonder. Every day. Everywhere.

By turning “what if” into what’s possible.

And empowering you to create wonder in your life.

Magical moments. Extraordinary experiences.

Possibilities you’ve wished for and once could only dream about. 

Now, at your fingertips. That’s the wonder of Samsung.

Dedicated to Wonder.
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DreamWorks Partnership

A partnership that’s out of this world.
As a major component of the 2010 campaign, the partnership 

between Samsung and DreamWorks involves the extensive use of 

imagery and characters from last year’s wildly successful 3D film, 

Monsters vs. Aliens.® The executions are playful, eye-catching – 

and speak perfectly to the wonder of the Samsung 3D experience.

This exclusive and powerful combination will help strengthen 

advertising across all media, while the repeated exposure to a 

successful 3D movie will bolster Samsung’s own 3D technology. 

It’s a win-win situation for both Samsung and DreamWorks – 

and also for our dealer partners. Prominent signage and in-store 

displays help unify messaging and reinforce brand awareness 

at the points of purchase.



Ever wonder how amazing it 
would be to experience life in 
another dimension? We did.
Experience the power of your favorite shows and 

movies – and a new dimension in entertainment. 

3D technology opens the door to a new level of 

depth and detail, and action that leaps right off the 

screen – a deep picture in a slim Samsung design.

Treat yourself to breakout thrills using a pair of 

Samsung 3D Active Glasses, and your choice of an 

ever-growing variety of 3D content. You can even 

enjoy many of your previous-generation 2D titles 

in near-3D quality.

For 2010, Samsung TVs deliver two features designed 

to tempt the imagination: innovative 3D experience at 

home; and Samsung Apps, which let you choose your 

own entertainment from popular online sources.  
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3D / Samsung Apps

Ever wonder what it would 
be like to rule your universe 
from your sofa? We did.
Bring the best of the web right into your living 

room with Samsung Apps. Shop online, check in with 

friends, and get up-to-the-minute news, weather – 

and so much more – all from your remote.

The Samsung App Store features a constantly 

expanding range of apps from a host of partners, 

including BLOCKBUSTER,® Twitter™ and Pandora 

to name a few. And a quick and easy connection 

setup ensures your online sessions are as easy 

as they are fun!

Certain Samsung Apps may require a fee; when available, see Samsung Apps Store for details.
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AT HOME:
Purchase trigger/ 
need state.

RETAIL VISITS:
Compare picture quality,
learn about technologies.

FREQUENT ONLINE RESEARCH:
Technology learning, expert/press 
reviews, price watching/comparing.

A journey that starts and ends with wonder.
With every purchase, there is a path consumers take, which culminates in the product making its way into the homes and lives of 

the buyers. The 2010 Samsung LED HDTV marketing plan is designed to speak to potential buyers at every step of the decision-making 

process, all built around the “Wonder” platform.

It starts with comprehensive advertising, continuing with a deeper dive through our web content and in-store demos and displays, 

and ends with their purchase of Samsung. Our multi-layered approach to marketing allows us to address each need in the process – 

from information gathering to brand reinforcement – so that customers are driven to bring the wonder home.

  SAMSUNG TV/SAMSUNG PRINT/SAMSUNG ONLINE/             SAMSUNG BUZZ/SAMSUNG IN-STORE 
Samsung enhances every step with the right messaging and information:
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The Consumer’s Journey

THE RIGHT MOMENT:
Right retailer, right TV, right price.

PURCHASE SATISFACTION:
Completion of purchase, 
happiness with product.

FRIENDS AND FAMILY:
Best retailers/brands, TV types, 
see TVs in other homes.

  SAMSUNG TV/SAMSUNG PRINT/SAMSUNG ONLINE/             SAMSUNG BUZZ/SAMSUNG IN-STORE 



3D wonder begins at home.
The goal of the 2010 LED TV ads is to build brand awareness while piquing product interest for the viewer. The television 

executions focus primarily on two Samsung technologies: 3D and Samsung Apps. For the “Wonder-full” execution, Samsung 

has developed a commercial that demonstrates the wonder and benefit of 3D technology in your home, enabled by 

Samsung 3D LED TV. The other spot features many of the Monsters vs. Aliens® characters, per Samsung’s DreamWorks 

partnership. Messaging for both commercials reinforces the “wonder” of the experience.

“Wonder-full”: 3D LED TV with Samsung Apps.
ANNOUNCER: Ever wonder how amazing it would be to 

experience life in another dimension?

We did.

Introducing a new dimension in TV – Samsung 3D LED TV. 

The world’s first 3D LED TV.

That’s the Wonder of Samsung.

Now, you can bring the magic of 3D into your living room.

Note: storyboard illustrations do not represent fi nalized creative for television commercials.
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Television Campaign

3D Monsters vs. Aliens® LED TV.
ANNOUNCER: Ever wonder what it would be like 

to have Monsters and Aliens invade your home?

We did.

Introducing a new dimension in TV – 

Samsung 3D LED TV. The world’s first 3D LED TV.

That’s the Wonder of Samsung.

Now, you can bring the magic of 3D into your

living room.

Note: storyboard illustrations do not represent fi nalized creative for television commercials.



Print ads that deepen interest.
Print ads for the Samsung 2010 Wonder campaign allow specific technologies or features to 

be showcased, providing vital information for consumers while also creating a drive to further 

research the products with those features, either online or in-store. They also reinforce the 

brand messaging and tone of the television commercials.
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Print and PR Campaign

Press Buzz
“ … Samsung’s 9000 series LED: These waifish sets 

rise to the top of the 3D crop… they are just 7.2mm 

thick – that’s thinner than a phone, and proof that it 

is possible for the latest and greatest under-the-hood 

tech to coexist with an eye-popping exterior.”

– Popular Mechanics

“ Arguably the cream of the crop of the torrential 

new crop of TVs, Samsung’s 3D LED 9000 is an 

almost absurd 0.3 inches (6.7mm) thin – no thicker 

than the width of a pencil.”

– Popular Science

Awards
•  CES Innovations Design 

and Engineering Awards – 
Best of Innovations

•  Popular Mechanics 
Editor’s Choice Award

•  Popular Science 
Products of the Future Award



Wonder is just a click away.
Coordinated with television and print media, Samsung’s 2010 3D LED TV banner and interstitial ads 

are a gateway to drive users to the Samsung website for more in-depth information on products, 

features and technologies – namely, 3D and Samsung Apps, as well as the new Samsung Apps Store. 

The messaging seen in the TV and print ads is also reinforced, bolstering brand strength. 

Online Banner Ad 1
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Online Campaign

Online Banner Ad 2



Samsung 3D Video

Web Page 1

Samsung Apps Video Samsung Home Theater Solution Video
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samsung.com

Wonder leads to our website.
Samsung.com serves as “home base” for those seeking answers to 

their questions about 3D and Samsung Apps. It also continues the 

same brand story found in the 2010 advertising and other media. 

And with the ability to dive deeper with just a click, samsung.com 

can also provide information on any other products and features 

consumers might  be interested in. Samsung online assets are also 

available to enhance and complement our dealers’ websites.

Web Page 2



Monsters vs. Aliens® Promo 

Ad Template

Ad Template

Ad Template
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Dealer Marketing

The wonder is now in your hands.
To bolster dealer communications, Samsung is providing templates for 

your sales force, including core messaging sheets, ad templates and 

additional loose elements. These materials will feature Samsung-

approved copy and images that tie in directly to the current campaign, 

and any necessary brand elements that strengthen our partnership 

in the eyes of the consumer. To expedite the process of boosting sales, 

these assets will be readily available on SamsungEasyAds.com.

Core Messaging: Front Core Messaging: Back



LED 3D Demo Video

IPTV Demo Video

Solutions Demo VideoLED Wall Display
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In-Store Displays

Bringing wonder to your floor.
Samsung has developed in-store displays and videos to inspire, educate and – 

ultimately – close sales. Header graphics and loops draw consumers to the 

displays. Messaging and images provide an overview of key features, and 

leverage Samsung’s partnership with DreamWorks. “Deep dive” videos 

provide details about those features. And simple-to-follow instructions 

will allow consumers to demo the most captivating features – such as 3D 

and Samsung Apps – for themselves, making it even easier to promote the 

technology in-store.

3D Endcap Dash



Samsung: dedicated to wonder.
The 2010 integrated campaign for Samsung LED TV introduces the audience 

to our key branding theme. It also represents another Samsung first: a unified 

campaign that will tie together across all Samsung products, strengthening 

the brand in the eyes of the consumer. These efforts will produce a result 

for dealers, too: consumers who have grown attached to the brand will shop 

Samsung TV, Blu-ray™ and home theater products, as well as digital cameras, 

home appliances and cell phones.
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The Wonder Common Communications Platform



                           Monsters vs. Aliens ® & © 2010 DreamWorks Animation L.L.C.

YouTube and the YouTube logo are trademarks of Google Inc. BLOCKBUSTER name, design and related marks are trademarks of Blockbuster Inc.

©2010 Samsung Electronics America, Inc. All rights reserved. Samsung is a registered trademark of Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.
All other product and brand names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners. Screen images are simulated. 
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